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Dissociation of methane under high pressure
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Methane is an extremely important energy source with a great abundance in nature and plays a
significant role in planetary physics, being one of the major constituents of giant planets Uranus and
Neptune. The stable crystal forms of methane under extreme conditions are of great fundamental
interest. Using the ab initio evolutionary algorithm for crystal structure prediction, we found three
novel insulating molecular structures with P212121, Pnma, and Cmcm space groups. Remarkably,
under high pressure, methane becomes unstable and dissociates into ethane 共C2H6兲 at 95 GPa,
butane 共C4H10兲 at 158 GPa, and further, carbon 共diamond兲 and hydrogen above 287 GPa at zero
temperature. We have computed the pressure-temperature phase diagram, which sheds light into the
seemingly conflicting observations of the unusually low formation pressure of diamond at high
temperature and the failure of experimental observation of dissociation at room temperature. Our
results support the idea of diamond formation in the interiors of giant planets such as Neptune.
© 2010 American Institute of Physics. 关doi:10.1063/1.3488102兴
I. INTRODUCTION

The high-pressure behavior of methane 共CH4兲 is of great
importance in view of the significant role it plays in planetary physics, being one of the major constituents of giant
planets Uranus and Neptune, where it is subjected to pressures of up to 600 GPa and temperatures of several thousand
Kelvin.1,2 In spite of the simplicity of its molecule 共the simplest saturated hydrocarbon兲, CH4 has a complex and poorly
understood phase diagram.3–8 At low temperature and low
pressure, CH4 adopts a partially orientationally ordered cubic
Fm3c structure 共phase II兲,7 and then transforms to an orientationally ordered orthorhombic Cmca phase 共phase III兲3 at
0.02 GPa. At low temperature and slightly higher pressure,
CH4 transforms to phases IV, V, and VI, structures of which
have not been determined yet.5,6 More interestingly, it is expected that CH4 becomes chemically unstable and undergoes
a chemical disproportionation under high pressure.9 Experiments conducted at high temperatures10,11 have indeed observed this decomposition. However, room-temperature compression experiments on methane did not reveal its
dissociation up to ⬃200 GPa.12 Neither the pressure of onset
of its instability nor the products of methane’s chemical
transformation are well constrained. Some studies11,13–16 suggested that CH4 decomposes into diamond and hydrogen
共10–50 GPa兲, while others17 proposed that it polymerizes
into heavier hydrocarbons 共below 100 GPa兲 before producing diamond and hydrogen on further increase of pressure.
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Moreover, previous theoretical work17 predicted that at high
pressure and temperature, CH4 dissociates fully to form diamond only at pressures above 300 GPa, whereas the
experiments10,11,13,15 found that such a reaction proceeded at
pressures as low as 10–50 GPa.
To give the specific decomposition pressure of methane,
resolve the controversy over its decomposition product, and
explore the possibility of its metallization and superconductivity under pressure, here we use an ab initio evolutionary
algorithm Universal Structure Predictor: Evolutionary Xtallography 共USPEX兲18–20 to explore the behavior of CH4 under
high pressure 共ⱖ20 GPa兲 and low temperatures. This
method has proven its reliability and efficiency in predicting
the stable structures with only the knowledge of the chemical
composition. Many successful applications21–27 have been
described elsewhere. We find that on increasing pressure
CH4 first keeps its molecular form, then it dissociates into
ethane 共C2H6兲, butane 共C4H10兲, and finally, diamond mixed
with hydrogen. We also establish a pressure-temperature
phase diagram to explain the difference in the pressure of
diamond formation in experiments at room and high temperatures.
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

Ab initio evolutionary simulations are used to search for
the structure possessing the lowest free energy 共i.e., the
stable structure兲 and here we perform searches at zero temperature and different pressures, using no knowledge of any
structural information. Evolutionary structure prediction was
performed using the USPEX method/code.18–20 The first generation of structures 共population size: 20–50 structures, increasing with system size兲 was always produced randomly.
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FIG. 2. 共a兲–共c兲 The predicted P212121, Pnma, and Cmcm structures of CH4.
共d兲–共f兲 The predicted structures of C2H6, C4H10, and CH2 with space groups
P-1, P-1, and Cmcm, respectively. The large and small spheres represent C
and H atoms, respectively.

FIG. 1. The calculated equation of state compared with the experimental
data 共Refs. 4 and 12兲.

Every subsequent generation is produced from the best 60%
of the previous generation. New structures are created by
heredity 共i.e., combining spatially coherent slabs cut from
two parent structures in a random direction at random positions and with random thicknesses兲, permutation, and lattice
mutation 共with Gaussian strength 0.5–0.7兲. In addition, the
best structure of each generation is carried over into the next
generation. Numerous tests show that for systems with
⬃20 atoms/ cell the global minimum 共which, for wellknown test cases, is the experimentally known stable structure兲 is usually reached well within ⬃20 generations 共⬃600
local optimizations兲. The calculation stops when the best
structure does not change for more than 20 generations. The
underlying ab initio structure relaxations are performed using density functional theory within the Perdew–Burke–
Ernzerhof generalized gradient approximation,28 as implemented in the VASP 共Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package兲
code.29 The all-electron projector-augmented wave30 method
was adopted, with a 关He兴 core 共radius 0.58 Å兲 for C atom and
core region of 0.42 Å radius for the H atom. The use of the
plane-wave kinetic energy cutoff of 520 eV and dense
k-point sampling adopted here were shown to give excellent
convergence of the energy differences and stress tensors.

the recent neutron experiment31 also have the same P212121
structure. In the Pnma structure 关Fig. 2共b兲兴, CH4 also keeps
its molecular form, but the structural packing is denser 共molecules take antiparallel orientations兲. If we rotate some of the
molecules in the Pnma structure by 180°, then a Cmcm
structure 关Fig. 2共c兲兴 is readily obtained. We also note that
these structures have lower enthalpies than the recently
found 共Zhu & Oganov, unpublished兲 structures of plastic
forms of methane experimentally seen in this pressure range
at room temperature,12 implying that the latter are metastable. Structural parameters of the P212121, Pnma, and
Cmcm structures are listed in the supplementary material
共SM兲.32 The pressure variation of the enthalpies of the predicted structures is shown in Fig. 3. It should be pointed out
that the enthalpy differences between the Pnma and Cmcm
structures are only within a few meV/molecule. The stability
fields of P212121, Pnma, and Cmcm structures are below
58 GPa, in the range of 58–138 GPa and above 138 GPa,
respectively.
At and above 200 GPa, our structural simulations revealed surprisingly numerous low-enthalpy structures made
of higher hydrocarbons 关C2H6, propane C3H8, C4H10, and
0.4
P212121

0.2

Enthalpy(eV/CH4)

We performed variable-cell structure prediction simulations for CH4 with the cell sizes containing two to four formula units at 20, 60, 100, 200, and 300 GPa, and four formula units at 400, 600, and 800 GPa, respectively. Analyzing
the results, we found that below 200 GPa, the low-enthalpy
structures are all completely made of well-separated CH4
molecules. Three novel orthorhombic structures with space
groups P212121, Pnma, and Cmcm, all of which contain four
formula units per cell, are uncovered for the first time. Their
computed equation of state is in agreement with the experimental equation of state 共Fig. 1兲.4,12 In the P212121 structure
关Fig. 2共a兲兴, each CH4 molecule forms a slightly distorted
tetrahedron with C–H distances about 1.068–1.073 Å and
H–C–H angles in the range 108.90°–110.54°. We note that
the low-temperature phases of GeD4 and SiD4 reported by
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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FIG. 3. Enthalpy curves 共relative to our predicted Cmcm phase兲 for CH4 as
a function of pressure without the zero-point corrections.
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TABLE I. The zero-point vibrational energies 共EZP, electron volts/formula
unit兲 for C 共diamond兲, H2, CH4, CH2, C2H6, and C4H10 at 200 GPa.
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infinite-chain 共CH2兲⬁ polymer兴 mixed with H2 molecules
共see Fig. SM1兲.32 This clearly suggests the possibility of decomposition, and in the next step we looked for stable structures of alkanes C2H6, C3H8, C4H10, pentane 共C5H12兲, hexane 共C6H14兲, and infinite-chain polymer 共CH2兲⬁ by
performing additional evolutionary structural searches33 and
considered enthalpies of CH4 dissociation into these alkanes
and hydrogen:34 nCH4 = CnH2n+2 + 共n − 1兲H2. No molecular
constraints were applied 共as throughout this study兲 and it is
gratifying that the predicted stable structures for the hydrocarbons are all completely made of their respective molecular forms except for C3H8, which is found to decompose into
C2H6 and C4H10 mixed with H2. The most stable structures
for C2H6, C4H10, and infinite-chain polymer 共CH2兲⬁ are illustrated in Figs. 2共d兲–2共f兲. After considering the enthalpy of
dissociation, we found that CH4 dissociates into C2H6 + H2 at
155 GPa, then into C4H10 + 3H2 at 200 GPa, and finally into
CH2 + H2 above 382 GPa 共see Fig. 3兲. The enthalpy of decomposition into diamond and H2 is also included to examine the earlier theoretical prediction17 and experimental
discovery11 of the existence of diamond under high pressure.
However, it is found that the decomposition into the mixture
of C2H6/C4H10/CH2 and H2 is more thermodynamically favorable, seemingly eliminating the formation of diamond by
decomposition of methane under high pressure.
However, it is expected that quantum effects related to
the zero-point 共ZP兲 motion are large and could affect the
relative structural stability for systems made of such light
atoms. We have therefore estimated the ZP contribution
共which includes both intermolecular and intramolecular vibrations兲 using direct phonon calculations35 for various
structures–these are listed in Table I for the pressure of
200 GPa. These phonon calculations 共see the SM兲 共Ref. 32兲
also enabled us to check the dynamical stability of our predicted structures, all of which, indeed, have no imaginary
phonon frequencies and are therefore dynamically stable. It
is evident that the ZP energy is very large and could fundamentally revise phase stability 共Table I兲. The phase transition
sequence including the ZP energy can be seen in Fig. 4. It is
found that with the inclusion of ZP motion, the stability
fields of the P212121 and Pnma structures have been shifted

FIG. 4. The phase diagram of CH4 as a function of pressure and temperature. The solid lines are phase boundaries of different structures. The melting line of CH4 共the dashed-dotted line兲 共Ref. 10兲 and H2 共the dotted line兲
共Ref. 37兲, and Uranus/Neptune adiabats 共the dashed line兲 共Ref. 44兲 are also
shown.

to below 79 GPa and to the range 79–95 GPa, respectively.
Although the addition of ZP effects has excluded the Cmcm
structure as a stable phase in the enthalpy plots, the Cmcm
structure could still be seen as a candidate phase between 79
and 95 GPa, as the enthalpy differences are small and could
be within theoretical uncertainties. The ZP effects do not
change the structural stability of C2H6 + H2 and C4H10 + 3H2,
but modify their stable ranges to be 95–158 and 158–
287 GPa, respectively. The most surprising and important
result is that the mixture of diamond and hydrogen, unstable
without accounting for ZP energy, does become stable once
ZP energy is taken into account. CH4 is predicted to dissociate into diamond and H2 above 287 GPa and 0 K 共Fig. 4兲. An
earlier theoretical work17 predicted the formation of diamond
above 300 GPa at 0 K 共without zero-point motion兲, due to a
fortuitous error cancellation: on one hand, ZP energies were
ignored; on the other hand, the structures used for the hydrocarbons were not the most stable ones, but highly disordered
high-enthalpy structures found using molecular dynamics
quenches. Our theoretical results, not suffering from such
deficiencies, are in good agreement with the experimental
observations10,11,13,15 and for the first time predict the specific
dissociation products and pressures. The main difference is
the pressure at which diamond forms. Our predicted pressure
is about 290 GPa, much higher than the experimental pressures of 10–50 GPa.10,11,13,15 Note that our prediction was
performed at 0 K temperature, while the experiments were
done at least at 2000 K; the large difference in pressures is
likely due to temperature effects 共note that the large ZP energy differences come from very different phonon spectra of
diamond, hydrogen, and various hydrocarbons; for the same
reason, one should expect large entropy differences and large
temperature effects on stability fields兲. To clarify this point,
we have carefully calculated the phase diagram of CH4 at
high pressures and temperatures within the quasiharmonic
approximation 共as we did in the previous work兲36 as shown
in Fig. 4. Remarkably, this phase diagram implies that the
formation pressure of diamond decreases sharply with
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increasing temperature and is reduced to ⬃190 GPa at
2000 K, the highest temperature considered here. We note
also that the quasiharmonic approximation cannot be applied
to fluids 共and note that hydrogen melts at relatively low temperatures, e.g., Ref. 37兲 and that the formation of fluid phases
will further decrease the pressure of dissociation 共i.e., our
calculated dissociation pressures are upper bounds兲. The remarkably large temperature effect on dissociation of methane
allows us to understand discrepancies in experimental observations; high temperature experiments in diamond anvil
cells10,11,13,15 have observed dissociation into diamond and
hydrogen at rather low pressures due to the strong decrease
of decomposition pressure with temperature; the formation
of diamond could also be eased by the use of diamond anvils
and incomplete equilibrium achieved in experiments. It
should be further noted that if the experiment is performed at
low temperature, dissociation is likely to be kinetically hindered due to high activation barriers associated with bond
breaking and making. This explains the failure to observe
dissociation of methane up to 202 GPa in room-temperature
experiments.12
The formation of diamond is likely to have a major impact on the energetics of the giant planet Neptune 共which is
known to have a mysterious internal heat production mechanism, necessary to explain its high luminosity兲: sinking of
dense diamond inside the planet would release significant
amounts of energy. Possible metallization of CH4 under pressure is also of importance for understanding planetary magnetic fields and is interesting for fundamental reasons 共viz.,
the recent proposal38 that CH4 will be a good superconductor, if it were a metal under high pressure兲. However, we
find that our predicted ground-state P212121, Pnma, and
Cmcm structures are all insulators 共see the SM兲32 with wide
band gaps that do not close up to pressures of at least
520 GPa, which is consistent with recent experiments39,40
and earlier theoretical prediction.41 While CH4 itself does not
metalize under pressure, hydrogen 共formed as a result of decomposition CH4 → C + 2H2兲 will be metallic at planetary
conditions; its metallization was observed above 140 GPa
and 3000 K42 and at room temperature is expected to occur
above 410 GPa.34 Metallic hydrogen, released at decomposition of methane, is thus potentially important for magnetic
fields of planets such as Neptune.
Since diamond, a decomposition product of methane, is
denser than hydrogen and hydrocarbons, there should be
gravitational sinking of diamond inside giant planets Neptune and possibly Uranus. However, C2H6 and C4H10 are
unlikely to sink. They may partly leak into the atmosphere.
Our results show that a considerable amount of C2H6 and
C4H10 could exist in the middle ice layer. The abundance of
atmospheric C2H6 and C4H10 could be understood in terms
of a convective mechanism carrying C2H6 and C4H10 from
the middle ice layer up to the observable atmosphere.43 Encouragingly, C2H6 was indeed found in Neptune’s
atmosphere.43 The complex transformation products, such as
C2H6, C4H10, diamond, and hydrogen, have to be realistically taken into account in the models of internal evolution
and energetics of these planets.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have systematically investigated the
phase diagram of methane under pressure through ab initio
evolutionary simulations. At low pressure, methane keeps its
molecular state and adopts P212121 symmetry below
79 GPa. In the pressure range 79–95 GPa, two novel structures with space groups Pnma and Cmcm are found to be the
most promising candidates. Under higher pressure, methane
becomes unstable and dissociates into the mixtures of C2H6
and C4H10 with hydrogen below 287 GPa, and into a
diamond+ hydrogen mixture above 287 GPa. Our computed
pressure-temperature phase diagram explains conflicting experimental observations: the observed unusually low formation pressure of diamond at high temperature and the failure
of experimental observation of dissociation at room temperature. In addition, our results also show that methane remains
insulating up to very high pressures, which provides strong
evidence for the impossibility of this compound to be a superconductor at pressures reachable with current static highpressure techniques.
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